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Virtual Mind Games

Program Details

Get ready for a mind-bending experience! This event is designed to push
the mental limits of your group or class. Players will enjoy a series of optical
illusions and trick questions that will expand their brains. Creative thinking,
logic, and memory skills will be put to the test while everyone tries to rack
up as many points as possible to show off their brainpower!

Group Size:
50 to 100

Elements of Virtual Mind Games Include:

Program Length:
1 hour

Trick Questions - Trick questions will test how sharp everyone's creative
and critical thinking skills are. Our host will share these multiple-choice
questions via video conferencing, and players will use our proprietary
SmartHunts® app to make their best guess. The players who receive the
most points a recognized at the end for their exceptional mind power!
Brain Bending Illusions - Everyone will get to experience brain-bending
demonstrations that explore quirks in human psychology. These illusions
will have people saying, "How is that possible?!"? Experience feats like
mixed up words still making sense, objects that appear to move while they
are stationary, and other optical illusions that will leave everyone in disbelief
of what their eyes are telling them.
Mental Challenges - Mental activities, such as a memorization challenge,
have been designed to help build and flex your group's mental muscle.
Warning: These challenges are not easy and will potentially tie your
contestants' brains in knots!
This experience is perfect for groups that value creativity and want to
encourage out of the box thinking. So get ready for the mental Olympics,
this is Mind Games!

Team Size:
N/A

Space Requirement
N/A
Setting:
Indoor
Physicality:
Low

Program Elements
Creativity & Resourcefulness
Fun & Engaging Interaction
Individual and Team Development

What's Included?
Pricing varies depending upon the
number of participants and includes
the Mind Games program, production,
coordination, access to the
SmartHunts app, and an experienced
professional host.

For photos and video, please visit our website at https://bestcollegiateevents.com/program/virtual-mind-games/

